Na(-) photolysis in THF: Charge transfer to solvent studied from the donors perspective in <10 fs detail.
Two and three pulse photolysis experiments on terahydrofuran (THF) solutions of Na(-), utilizing hyperspectral probing, are described. The objective is to probe the extent and duration of energetic correlations between the primary charge transfer to solvent (CTTS) fragments which are an e(-) and Na(0). The latter is characterized by an intense visible absorption spectrum with fine structure reflecting the atom's immediate solvent environment. Pump-probe experiments with approximately 6 fs pulses show that for the majority of irradiated ions, the electron ejection and production of unperturbed Na(0) is effectively over in approximately 15 fs, with no precursors. Three pulse experiments further demonstrate this to be true for nearly all ions irradiated at 3 eV. Thus, the 400 nm data provide a detailed spectral record of the formation and subsequent solvation and polarization of neutral sodium bubbles in THF. Measures are presented for parametrizing the ensuing spectral evolution. In contrast, exciting at 1.5 eV, the red edge of the CTTS band leads to charge transfer with less than unity quantum efficiency. The complementary fraction of absorbing ions is photostable at 800 nm, presumably due to preferential solvent stabilization. Prompt secondary irradiation at 2 microm can complete ionization of that population leading to additional generation of Na(0) but exhibiting much more pronounced spectral structure. Thus, at low photon energies, a short lived correlated and bound electronic excited state is produced with significant yield. These results are discussed in terms of classical models for CTTS spectra, as well as more recent simulations and experiments concerning CTTS in this and other related systems.